7b_EN_0502
Good morning !
I. Homeworks from last time: Passive sentences
- Zur Herkunftsbezeichnung / Herstellungsland, was steht auf den Produkten? „made in…“.
Tell me now concerning cars:
-Volkswagen: made in Germany, made in USA …
Your task: feel in the following sentences:
- Fiat …
- Renault und Peugeot …
- Toyota, Suzuki, Nissan, Mitsubishi ...
Let‘ take our SB, p. 53, nr. 6,
Lösung: My T-shirt was made in China – This sandwich was made in our Kitchen – My pencil was
made in England – Our computer was made in Taiwan – This mobile was made in Korea – Our
family car was made in Japan. Let‘s change now to another continent: Africa
The Igbo people: what do you remember about this people? (drum, they play udu…)
Let‘s find out how an Igbo house is built.
- p. 54, nr. 1
1. is chosen, is owned

2. is cleared

3. are collected

4. are needed

5. is usally made, is added

6. are built

7. is used

8. are painted

9. is covered

10. is done, are done

- p. 54, nr. 2, Lösung
1. No, they aren‘t worn at Igbo festivals. They‘re worn at the Ogoni festivals.
2. No, they aren‘t worn by young womwn and girls, they are worn by boys and young men.
3. No, it isn‘t made of wood. It‘s made of clay.
4. No, they aren‘t played by men and older boys. They are played by women.
5. No, they aren‘t called water pot drums. Udus are called water pot drums.
6. No, the djembe isn‘t used every day. It‘ used at special events, like family celebrations.
7. No, the djembe isn‘t played with sticks. It‘s played with bare hands.

- WB, p. 39, nr. 10: passive with „by“
a)
1 ...
2. Wrong. The Beatles were founded by John Lennon.
3. Wrong. Facebook was created by Mark Zuckerberg.
4. Wrong. ‚We will rock you“ was written and sung by Queen.
5. Wrong. The picture ‚Sunflowers‘ was painted by van Gogh.
6. Wrong. The Shard was designed by Renzo Piano.
b) individuelle Lösung
II. Lernstoff des Tages
Exercises to passive:
- SB, p. 55, nr. 3-4
- Voc., definitions:WB, p. 39, nr. 11
Read your vocabulary every day, again and again and again and again …. Tchao!!

